
Regarding the Korb Field Renovation Project:
Question-1: Can you explain the full scope of the Korb Field Renovation Project?
Answer:  The Korb Field Renovation Project is a planned restoration of the outdoor facility at Brush High School, whereby the field 
turf will be replaced after 11 full  years of usage, (when only eight was expected), along with the scoreboard. This project will be 
entirely funded by deliberately saved dollars and sponsorships.

Question-2: Why is the Korb Field Renovation Project such a priority right now?   
Answer: Quite simply, it’s a matter of usage and safety. Right now, well more than half of all of the students at Brush use the facility 
through curricular or extra-curricular activities on an annual basis. Continued usage on this facility without upgrades increases the 
potential for injuries. In addition, this project has been planned for over the last several years.   

Question-3: Would the district still be pursuing this project had the levy NOT passed?
Answer: Yes, the district anticipated 8 years of usage when it was installed… and got 11 years. It needs to be replaced.  Turf 
replacement is necessary to facilitate the safe use of the field by students and community members, and money has been set aside 
for several years in anticipation of this project. 

Question-4: How much money has been set aside for this project?
Answer: Through the Stadium Reserve Fund, there is enough funding to cover the cost of the actual turf replacement, or $500,000, 
which is estimated to be 80% of the total project cost. The balance of the cost for the scoreboard replacement will be funded by 
sponsorships and advertisements. 

Question-5: So, a new scoreboard will be part of the renovation project. Isn’t the current one operational?
Answer: No. The current scoreboard on is not completely operational. There were times when it was not functioning correctly during 
home athletic events, and there was a risk of it completely being inoperable. Intermittent score board failures did occur during 
games. It needs to be replaced.  

Question-6: Is there any opportunity to defer the cost of the scoreboard through advertising?
Answer: Absolutely. The time line related to the bidding process should allow us an increased opportunity to aggressively pursue all 
options available to help defer the score board replacement related costs.     

Question-7: Does the SEL Schools currently rent the facility to outside organizations?
Answer: Yes it does. The SEL Schools rents Korb Field to the OHSAA for State Soccer tournaments, private schools, public schools and 
other organizations.

Question-8: Do we know that the price for the turf is a competitive price?
Answer: Yes, because it’s been bid out through the state consortium.  Ohio Schools Council’s affiliation with the Association of 
Educational Purchasing Agencies (AEPA) has conducted a “National” bid process to facilitate the acquisition and installation of 
artificial turf. There are three (3) companies approved to utilize the AEPA purchasing program. Using this program has become 
increasingly competitive.

Question-9: We’re not just exploring the highest priced options on the scoreboard, are we?
Answer: The district is identifying the most cost effective options. The bidding process will request pricing for an all-digital score 
board as well as a conventional score board accompanied by a smaller video board.  Utilizing the information gathered from this 
process, the district will perform a cost-benefit analysis to determine the potential value of a full video display scoreboard versus a 
conventional one.  

Question-10: How can I learn more about this project?
Answer: You can learn more about this project by visiting the district online at www.sel.k12.oh.us/KorbField. There, you will find 
an assortment of information about the project. In addition, you can contact the district athletic offices at any time at 216-691-2121.


